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Achieve predictable
performance with consistently
low latency 
Align Storage with server refresh
cycles and reduce waste with 9x
improved endurance  

ScaleFlux CSD 3000 is a high-
impact, low-complexity option with
embedded computational storage
processing. Selecting a better SSD
frees up the CPU for more high-
value work, extends the life of the
drives, and improves overall
performance. This is an excellent
step towards improving
sustainability while coping with data
growth.   Outcomes include: 

ScaleFlux CSD 3000-series SSDs
integrate computational storage
engines directly into the SSD's System-
on-Chip (SoC) controller.  These
engines offload storage processing
tasks from the CPU to keep
unnecessary traffic off of the memory
bus and to keep the CPU free to do
what it does best - run the
applications. As a result,
computational storage helps
companies achieve a competitive
advantage by (1) reducing the
complexity required to compress, store,
and access data for mission-critical
applications and (2) simultaneously
accelerating the creation of value
from that data. With standard NVMe
drivers and a competitive price point,
enterprises of all sizes can deploy
Computational Storage as easily as
any traditional SSD while addressing
cost, density, compute efficiency,
sustainability, and more. 

Next-gen NVMe
SSDs are here
Offload the CPU to perform
storage processing directly on
the drive 

Enhanced compute efficiency
Increased storage density
Improved sustainability
Reduced complexity
Lowered overall TCO

Key benefits

Built for the mainstream to
reduce complexity: No
software, driver, or
application changes 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/scaleflux


Compression is typically a double-
edged sword: it saves on data
storage costs, but at the cost of
added latency and heavy CPU
burden.  CPU-based compression
throughout also can't scale to SSD
speeds.  Hardware engines in the SSD
controller efficiently perform the
compression at full line rate to
achieve   the   storage   cost   savings

 No Compression Host-Based CSD 3000

No CPU overhead    

Minimized $/User GB    

Performance scales with capacity    

Transparent application integration -   

Zero application latency    

No incremental power usage    

No incremental physical footprint    

without incurring any of the nasty side
effects of CPU-based compression.

Our drives perform Transparent
Compression, that is, compression
that happens automatically in the
controller without any need to install
software or modify applications.  The
drives simply compress data during
writes and decompress the data
during reads.  This transparent
compression & decompression
results in improved database
performance and responsiveness.

Many trade-offs encountered with
CPU-based compression, especially
in high IOPS environments, are
avoided as compression acts as an
acceleration function. When the
effects of RocksDB write amplification
are reduced, we see higher sustained
random write performance, better
read tail latency in mixed workloads,
and improved endurance without
adding complexity to the solution. 

MySQL 
RocksDB 
Aerospike

Top use cases

About ScaleFlux
ScaleFlux helps customers harness data growth as a competitive advantage by building
products that reduce complexity and accelerate the creation of value from data. In our first
phase of rethinking the data pipeline for the modern data center, ScaleFlux has built a better
SSD by embedding computational storage technology into flash drives. Now, customers can
gain an edge in optimizing their data center infrastructure by deploying storage intelligence
for workloads like databases, analytics, IoT, and 5G.

For more information,  visit  www.scaleflux.com or fol low us on LinkedIn.  

Improve TCO by increasing the
usable capacity of flash per raw
GB through transparent
compression 
Improve compute density and
reduce footprint with 2x
capacity density 
Reduce power used to complete
tasks
Improve reliability by using fewer
components
Adopt a low-complexity storage
technology

Reassess Assumptions: 
In-line hardware compression
accelerates workloads, extends
SSD life, and doubles capacity

Comparing Compression Options

https://www.linkedin.com/company/scaleflux

